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Who cares?

Good morning my blessed readers and I wish you a
blessed month and forgiveness from Allah Almighty. In
this article, I would like to pinpoint on many critical

issues that are neglected and not being given any attention by
authorities either concerning citizens or expatriates.

The National Assembly is keeping eyes and ears closed
about such issues and is concerned with benefits MPs are get-
ting, in addition to settling disputes and fights among each oth-
er. The government, meanwhile, is also doing very little to try to
find appropriate solutions to such harsh and complicated issues
that really affect the living conditions of both nationals and
expatriates.
Let me phrase my article through some points:

* The rent of apartments is skyrocketing for all segments of
the society compared to a few years back. Who cares?

* Prices of fruits, vegetables and necessities vary from one
cooperative society to another while the cooperative union is
keeping its eyes closed on that. It is normal to see one commod-
ity priced at KD 1 and find it somewhere else at KD 1.5 for exam-
ple. Who cares?

* Taxi drivers have their own fares and one can end up in a
fight due to the unfair price. The Ministry of Interior must seri-
ously interfere in this issue, set an acceptable and just taxi fair
and stop the current fair of 150 fils at takeoff which is unjust for
them. Who cares?

* There has to be a solution to the greed exercised by the
majority of residential buildings’ janitors (haris) who have con-
trol on who rents a flat depending on who pays the highest bid.
I have never in my whole life seen this happening in modern
countries. What I know is that you can give the haris a reason-
able and satisfactory tip and take the flat. Nowadays, many of
them when asked if there was a vacancy, their answer is ‘no’ as
they can tell who can be an easy prey for their greedy minds.
Who cares?

* Who can stop many police investigators from being so
mean and impolite to both Kuwaitis and non-Kuwaitis? It is nor-
mal for them to have you wait outside for 5 hours if you express
anger and dissatisfaction. They can turn the case against you if
they want. The majority of them do not have the time and
mood to go out with you to inspect your car if it was involved in
an accident, and would only tell you to go take a photo of your
car and bring it to him. I think many can turn the story around
on the spot of the accident without the inspector being present.
Who cares?

* Who can stop some employers from being oppressive
against their domestic workers? When can we see the contract
between the employer and the domestic worker being imple-
mented, and the worker is granted his or her full rights accord-
ing to the contract? Why is it always that the worker is to blame?
Why is it that when the victimized worker goes to the police sta-
tion he or she would be yelled at and kicked out of the appara-
tus? Why is it that all employers are right and all workers are
wrong? Why don’t the investigators and police carefully listens
to both sides’ points of view and then decide rather than mak-
ing the worker always to blame? Who cares?

* Why is it that entering the Ministry of Social Affairs and
Labor’s building feels as if you are entering Guantanamo? Why
does it take months sometimes for a case to be settled? Why do
you have to bring wasta (connections) with you to get your case
done? Who can discipline some workers of the ministry if they
were impolite with the clients? Whenever you want to see the
manager, he or she is always in a meeting or some other obliga-
tion. Who cares?

* When will the authorities re-open the family visa for our
Pakistani brethrens who have been separated from their loved
ones? It is really hard for family members to be far away from
each other while seeing other nationalities having no problems
bringing in their relatives. Who cares?

* When can we be able to drive smoothly on the road rather
than being on a rollercoaster? When will the roads be clean
again with no missing manhole covers and holes everywhere?
When will the mountain-like speed bumps be removed? Who
cares?

* When will the bad sponsors be really punished? When will
those who trade in persons be penalized? Who cares?

* When will we see the phenomenon of runaway house-
keepers and workers stop? Who cares?

* A little comparison between the prices of medicines here
in Kuwait and Saudi Arabia is worth of contemplation. But who
cares?

Until the next article insha’Allah

In my view

By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: A two-car collision on Sixth Ring
Road closed the road that leads to Salmi
border area. Both drivers had to be taken to
hospital. In another accident, a truck and a
car collided near South Surra, and two peo-
ple were injured. Meanwhile, Subhan fire
center rushed to the site of a car accident
on King Faisal Road. Two citizens were
trapped and had to be taken to hospital. In
another car crash, firefighters and rescue
teams were recently dispatched to a crash
along the Sixth Ring Road where three citi-
zens were trapped inside their vehicles.
Heavy machinery had to be used to cut the
wreckage and release the three passengers
before sending them to hospital for treat-
ment. 

House fire in Firdous
A fire broke out in a Firdous house resulting in
a citizen and her three children suffering
burns while four other members of the family

suffered smoke inhalation. It is thought the
fire started when an air conditioning cylinder
exploded. Those suffering burns were taken
to Babtain burn center for treatment of sec-
ond and third degree burns (critical).
Meanwhile, another fire broke out last night
in a Shuwaikh industrial area auto spare parts
store, said security sources. Firefighters man-
aged to control the fire without any casual-
ties. In Salwa, an Asian man was killed when
hit by a vehicle yesterday. The Kuwaiti driver
waited for police and the victim’s body was
recovered by the coroner. 

Reckless driver hits police car
Jahra police arrested a citizen who collided
with a patrol car and attempted to escape
afterwards. Police responded to a call about
reckless driving in Al-Oyoun area and sent a
patrol to check the report. The driver, on spot-
ting the patrol car, attempted to escape and
instead hit the patrol. He was caught but
when he was placed in the patrol car, he
attempted to escape again and resisted secu-
rity men. He faces charges of damaging oth-
ers property and resisting the police.

Central prison fight
Riot police were called in to interfere and
break up a bloody fight at the central prison.
Three Kuwaitis were injured in the brawl and
taken to the prison hospital. A security source
said the fight took place between inmates
from one family of bedoons and several
Kuwaitis. Prison cameras documented the
fight and determined the participants.
Weapons used in the fight included cooking
utensils. Investigations are underway.

Overview
Kuwait is an important ally located in the critical Arabian Gulf
region and a valued partner in promoting policies that strength-
en regional security and stability. Kuwait is a key partner in the
Global Coalition to Counter the Islamic State in Iraq and the
Levant (ISIL). Kuwait hosted the Global Coalition to Counter ISIL’s
Communications Conference on October 27, attended by dele-
gations from the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) member
states and other partner countries. Discussions centered on
how to combat ISIL and violent extremism in the region,
degrade and defeat ISIL’s messaging, and confront and contest
its presence in the information space. Over the reporting period,
Kuwait showed a full commitment to countering the ISIL threat
through its humanitarian and logistic contributions to coalition
efforts. This included taking steps to reduce ISIL’s access to
financing, cracking down on suspected ISIL supporters, and
providing humanitarian assistance to displaced persons prima-
rily from Syria, but also to displaced people in Iraq.

According to media reports, Kuwait implemented new secu-
rity measures to prevent possible terrorist attacks on its soil.
Deputy PM and Interior Minister Sheikh Mohammed al-Khalid
Al-Sabah announced a new security team of 80 officers to
counter violent extremist threats. On December 5, media
reported that state security forces had foiled a terrorist attack
planned by an ISIL-affiliated terrorist cell of 12 persons, two of
whom were former police officers. The Jahra-based cell had
allegedly planned to carry out a number of bombings at civilian
and government sites.

Legislation, Law Enforcement, and Border Security
On December 14, a draft law was introduced in parliament

criminalizing terrorism and stipulating harsh punishments for it.
The legislator who introduced the bill explained that regional
circumstances and terrorist threats to Kuwait necessitated a law
specifically criminalizing terrorism. Terrorist acts are currently
prosecuted under general provisions of the penal code.

In 2014, Kuwait security forces arrested several suspected
members and sympathizers of ISIL. The Kuwait State Security
(KSS) service reported it had received information that some of

the defendants had gone to Syria and Iraq and had fought with,
or contributed financially to, violent extremists. KSS also handed
over an unidentified number of Saudi nationals, suspected of
ISIL links, to the Saudi authorities.

In December, media reports quoted a source within the
Ministry of the Interior (MOI) as saying that approximately 10
employees were terminated when it was discovered they had
travelled to either Iraq or Syria to participate in fighting. On
December 18, a criminal court jailed three Arab (non-Kuwaiti)
supporters of ISIL. The court also sentenced a Kuwaiti to 10
years in jail for urging support of the terrorist group and also for
insulting Kuwait’s ruler in public. An Egyptian and a Jordanian
were handed four-year sentences for helping the Kuwaiti dis-
tribute pro-ISIL leaflets. It was the first such court ruling against
supporters of ISIL. The courts were examining several similar
cases at year’s end.

Law enforcement units had the capacity to detect, deter, and
respond to terrorist incidents, but were often hindered by inter-
nal stove-piping. Kuwait’s primary counterterrorism organiza-
tions, the MOI and Kuwait National Guard (KNG), are well-
resourced and have plentiful training opportunities. Under the
auspices of the Joint and Combined Exchange Training (JCET)
program, the Embassy’s Office of Military Cooperation has heav-
ily and consistently engaged with local counterterrorism units
for both training and bilateral exercises in an effort to match
capabilities with resources. Because MOI also includes the coun-
try’s criminal investigative apparatus and border protection mis-
sion, it has broad latitude with respect to investigations and
border security. MOI is also generally considered to be the sin-
gle point of contact for incident response; some terrorism-relat-
ed matters fall under the prerogative of its semi-autonomous
arm, KSS. Law enforcement units generally have a record of
accountability. 

On June 29, media reported that MOI had instructed its
forces at border crossings to remain on high alert in anticipation
of possible attacks by ISIL militants. The ministry instructed offi-
cers to intensify their security procedures at all borders after it
received “confirmed information” that ISIL might try to enter
Kuwait via land or sea ports.

Countering the Financing of Terrorism
Kuwait is a member of the Middle East North Africa Financial

Action Task Force, a Financial Action Task Force (FATF)-style
regional body. It took initial steps in 2014 to implement bylaws
to Law 106 of 2013, which govern the criminalization of terrorist
financing - including a requirement to report suspected terrorist
financing that creates the legal basis to freeze terrorist assets
without delay. In April, the Cabinet issued Ministerial
Resolutions 4 and 5, mandating the establishment of a ministe-
rial-level counterterrorism committee (CTC) and stipulating the
creation of mechanisms to implement UN Security Council
Resolutions 1267 and 1373, including the freezing of assets.  

Kuwait froze accounts and banned travel for the five Kuwaiti
individuals added to the UN Al-Qaeda Sanctions Committee list
in 2014. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs established and chaired
the CTC, on which 11 governmental bodies were represented.
The CTC met regularly to execute Kuwait’s Anti-Money
Laundering (AML)/Counterterrorism Financing (CFT) obliga-
tions under UNSCRs and domestic regulations.

Additionally, Kuwait established the Kuwaiti Financial
Intelligence Unit (KFIU) in 2013. It named its first president in
February and opened a temporary office and started to process
limited types of suspicious transaction reports (STRs) in June. By
November, the KFIU was working and improving its capacity to
receive and analyze STRs. It is not publicly known if any have
resulted in investigations or criminal proceedings.

In July, Kuwait re-established a working-level National
Committee for Combating Money Laundering and Terrorist
Financing. Chaired by the president of the KFIU, it consists of the
11 governmental bodies represented on the CTC.

Despite progress, vulnerabilities remain in Kuwait’s CFT
regime. Though Kuwait regulates donations to and spending by
licensed charities, unlicensed fundraisers are able to operate on
social media and raise and send funds through other unofficial
channels. The KFIU does not oversee many sectors of the econo-
my, such as money transfer businesses, according to interna-
tional standards. The CTC currently disseminates additions to
the lists via facsimile, as well as by note. Financial institutions
electronically monitor the UN lists directly. The CTC plans to set

up a website that will post both UN and domestic designations.
Financial institutions will be required by regulators to check the
online list for updates on a regular basis.

For further information on money laundering and financial
crimes, see the 2014 International Narcotics Control Strategy
Report (INCSR), Volume 2, Money Laundering and Financial
Crimes: http://www.state.gov/j/inl/rls/nrcrpt/ index.htm.

Regional and International Cooperation
As in previous years, the Kuwaiti Armed Forces, KNG, and

MOI conducted a number of exercises aimed at responding to
terrorist attacks, including joint exercises with regional and
international partners. Kuwait also cooperated regionally and
internationally on counterterrorism, for example, conducting
joint training programs with the United States and working with
governments to conduct missions and exchange information.
Kuwait held the GCC’s and Arab League’s rotating presidencies
in 2014. During the reporting period, Kuwaiti officials issued
statements encouraging enhanced cooperation among GCC
and Arab League members. Kuwait was the only GCC member
not to ratify the Gulf Security Pact.

Countering Radicalization to Violence and Violent Extremism
In 2014, Kuwait began issuing weekly circulars to all mosques

with approved language for Friday sermons and instructions to
avoid extremist or sectarian language. It began broadcasts of
“Kuwait Youth Radio,” which included public service announce-
ments promoting social cohesion and religious tolerance, and
also announced formation of the Higher Commission for the
Promotion of Moderation, the main goal of which was to count-
er violent extremist ideology through education. Media reported
that an agreement was reached in September between the MOI
and the Ministry of Awqaf (Islamic endowments) and Islamic
Affairs to form a joint committee to monitor Friday sermons to
ensure imams were not addressing any political or sectarian
issues. Over the reporting period, the Ministry of Awqaf and
Islamic Affairs referred 16 imams for investigation and deported
one Egyptian imam under the Mosques Charter, which prohibits
promoting sectarianism, radicalization, and incitement.

SPECIAL REPORT
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KUWAIT: In line with directives
from His Highness the Amir
Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber
Al-Sabah, the government led by
HH the Prime Minister Sheikh
Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-
Sabah, is eager to cooperate with
the judicial power, Minister of
Justice and Awqaf and Islamic
Affairs Yaqoub Al-Sane has said.
This helps guarantee independ-
ence of the judiciary, and meet

the demands of judges and pros-
ecutors, Sane said in a statement
yesterday.

Minister Sane met last
Thursday and Saturday with
Acting Chairman of the Supreme
Judicial Council Judge Yousef Al-
Mutawa, President of Court of
Appeal Counselor Mohammad
Bin-Naji and Public Prosecutor
Dherar Al-Asousi. It was a fruitful
meeting that discussed all

demands of the members of the
judiciary regarding the law of the
judiciary, Sane said.

Both sides reached a consen-
sus on elements likely to realize
independence of the judiciary
members as well as cooperation
between the judicial and execu-
tive powers,  he noted. The
Minister stressed that he wel-
comes any views from the judges
or prosecutors on the new bill.

In the meantime,  the
Supreme Judicial  Counci l
emphasized in a press statement
mutual understanding on rein-
forcing independence of the
judiciary or fulfilling the rights
and financial demands of judges.
The Council  quashed recent
media reports referring to differ-
ences of  views between the
Council and the Minister on the
draft bill. — KUNA

Govt keen on cooperation

with judiciary: Minister

By A Saleh

KUWAIT: MP Ahmed Al-Qudhaibi
stressed that he would f i le his
planned grilling motion against Oil
Minister Ali Al-Omair within a few
days if the minister’s responses to his
inquiries were not satisfactory. 

Paid leave
MP Mohammad Al-Jabri yesterday

filed a proposal to grant all employees
working at government ministries and
establishments paid leave on the last
ten days of Ramadan, when Muslims
go to mosques on I’tikaaf (a period of
retreat in a mosque for worship). 

Municipality law
A disagreement between the par-

liament and the government resulted
in delaying the approval of a new
municipality law, which if passed,
would cancel Law Number 5/2005.
The parliamentary public facilities
committee accused the government
of the delay. 

Ports violations   
Ports Public Authority Director

Sheikh Yousef Al-Abdullah Al-Sabah
recently stressed the authority’s keen-
ness on cooperating with the audit
bureau with regards to the reported
violations by the authority over the
past few years. Sheikh Yousef added
that a special investigation committee
from within and outside the authority
will start investigating the violations
listed in the audit bureau’s report. 

Motorists injured in

flurry of accidents

Qudhaibi threatens

to grill Omair

Man arrested for

fighting with IS
By Meshaal Al-Enezi

KUWAIT: A citizen was recently arrested
on returning from Syria where he
fought with Islamic State (IS) insurgents,
said security sources. The public prose-
cution ordered the suspect’s detention
for 10 days at the central prison pend-
ing investigations, the sources added. 

Husseiniya vandal jailed
A citizen accused of deliberately

damaging a Husseiniya (Shiite mosque)
was recently sentenced to three months
prison with labor.  

Mechanic killed
An unidentif ied mechanic was

recently killed when a vehicle fell on top
of him while he was underneath trying

to repair it in an Abdali farm, said securi-
ty sources. 

Maid beats senior
A female senior citizen reported that

her maid had insulted her and beat her
with a stick when they were left alone at
home. The maid was arrested pending
further investigations. 

Beggars targeted
Public security Ramadan plan focus-

es on pursuing beggars,  securing
mosques and other places of worship
as well  as shopping malls.  Security
patrols will also work to prevent traffic
congestion, irresponsible young men
from harassing families in addition to
tracking down wanted people, said
security sources.  

KUWAIT: Fire fighters combat fire that broke out in a spare parts shop in the industri-
al area of Shuwaikh yesterday. Fire fighters from Shuwaikh, Ardhiya and back-up
centers responded to the fire and put it under control.


